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Most optimization problems in applied sciences realistically involve uncertainty in the parameters
defining the cost function, of which only statistical information is known beforehand. Here we
provide an in-depth discussion of how message passing algorithms for stochastic optimization based
on the cavity method of statistical physics can be constructed. We focus on two basic problems,
namely the independent set problem and the matching problem, for which we display the the general
method and caveats for the case of the so called two-stage problem with independently distributed
stochastic parameters. We compare the results with some greedy algorithms and briefly discuss the
extension to more complicated stochastic multi-stage problems.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Most real-world optimization problems involve uncertainty: the precise value of some of the parameters defining
the cost function is often unknown, either because they are measured with insufficient accuracy, or because they are
stochastic in nature and revealed only after part of the decisions have been taken. The purpose of the optimization
process is thus to find solutions which are optimal in some probabilistic sense, a fact which introduces fundamental
conceptual and computational challenges [1].
Examples of stochastic optimization problems can be found in all areas of applied and natural sciences, ranging
from resource allocation and robust design problems in economics and engineering, to problems in chemistry, physics
and biology. For instance, resilience of biological systems with respect to unpredictable environmental conditions can
be seen as a stochastic optimization feature selected by evolution, both at the molecular and systems levels.
Optimization under uncertainty, or Stochastic Optimization, is an ample and well established field of research which
tries to generalize the optimization methods used in Operations Research and computer science to a probabilistic
setting. The typical framework considered is Two-Stage Stochastic Optimization (TSSO), in which some of the
variables have to be assigned before the stochastic parameters are specified, and the remaining variables are assigned
after.
TSSO poses some very tough computational challenges: typically, the size of the uncertainty space is huge (it
increases exponentially with the size of the instance), and the underlying problem can be computationally hard
due to discrete nature of the variables involved (typically decision variables). In order to cope with these difficulties,
traditional approaches rely on sampling (e.g. considering “scenarios”) and on the relaxation of the integer constraints.
For example, Stochastic Programming is the extension of Linear Programming and sampling techniques to uncertain
scenarios [2–4]. In fact, the presence of uncertainty has a deep impact on the computational complexity of a problem:
stochastic optimization problems often belong to a superset of the NP complexity class called PSPACE [1], and many
problems which are easy to solve when their inputs are known exactly, become intractable as soon as some form of
uncertainty is introduced [5].
Statistical mechanics has played an important role in the past in the design of large scale optimization algorithms.
Partly this was made possible by extending ideas from the statistical physics of disordered systems to applications
in computer science. Examples range from Monte Carlo sampling and simulated annealing [6, 7], to the more recent
advances in message-passing algorithms [8–17]. Monte Carlo can in principle be used to solve TSSO problems as
well. What is needed is to approximate the expectation of a cost function by sampling from the space of stochastic
parameters. Then a second Monte Carlo scheme (e.g. simulated annealing) is employed to find an optimal solution
to the estimated cost function. This is normally a very heavy computation even for moderately large problem sizes,
especially when stochastic parameters are not concentrated and the estimated cost function has a complex behavior.
In Ref. [18] we introduced an approach to TSSO which resembles Survey Propagation (SP) [19–21], combining
Belief Propagation (BP) and its β =∞ version, also known as Max Sum (MS, see e.g. [22] for an extensive review on
these two methods). The approach is partly analytic and it allows to build an algorithm to optimize the expectation
of a stochastic cost function by estimating the statistics of its minima, without resorting to explicit (and costly)
sampling. The method was applied to a stochastic version of the matching problem with independently distributed
stochastic parameters and it resulted in a distributed message passing algorithm dealing with this TSSO problem.
The algorithm was shown to perform very well in a stochastic bipartite matching problem by extensive numerical
simulation.
In this work we discuss the details and the generalization of the method and of the resulting algorithm. Beside the
application to the stochastic bipartite matching problem introduced in [18], we generalize the technique to deal with a
relevant TSSO version of the Maximum Independent Set problem, which consists in finding the maximum independent
set in a graph, when the node’s contribution to the total weight is uncertain but its distribution is known. This is a
problem that could arise in a communication network with some interference constraints [23]. Consider a network of
devices communicating with a central server with the following constraint: two neighboring devices in this interfrence
network can not transmit information at the same time because the data may be lost. Therefore, if a set of devices
transmit at the same time, they need to be an independent set of the network to have a successful transmission. In
addition, suppose that the devices have different transmission rates and the server wants to choose an independent
set of the network with maximum transmission rate. This is a maximum weight independent set problem [24]. If
there is a sort of uncertainty in the problem, for example in the transmission rates, we have to deal with a stochastic
optimization problem.
The two-stage problem can easily be generalized to a multi-stage problem where in each stage some of the stochastic
parameters are revealed and one has to assign a subset of the variables. This is a more difficult and less studied problem
in the field. The method presented here can in principle be extended to study stochastic multi-stage problems. This
generality comes at a cost: every successive stage involves dealing with increasingly complex distributions. In this
paper we also consider an heuristics obtained by reducing a multi-stage problem to a sequence of two-stage problems
3that seemingly gives a very good approximation in this particular case.
The paper has the following structure: we define the problem in section II; in section III we give the general cavity
approach to solve a two-stage stochastic problem; in section IV we apply the method to the stochastic independent
set problem; finally, in section V we apply it to the stochastic matching problem.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In general terms, the problem we study is defined by an energy function E(x1, t2,x2) depending on two sets of
decision variables x1,x2 and a set of independent stochastic parameters t2. The objective is to optimize the average
outcome of the following process: first x1 is chosen, then t2 is extracted, and then x2 is (optimally) chosen.
That is, the first step consists in fixing x1 such that the following average energy is minimized:
x∗1 = arg min
x1
Et2 minx2
E(x1, t2,x2). (1)
In certain cases, a greedy algorithm may solve the above problem by replacing the second stage stochastic parameters
with their expected values, that is
xgreedy1 = arg min
x1
min
x2
E(x1, 〈t2〉 ,x2). (2)
Once the stochastic parameters t2 are extracted, it then solves for the second stage variables, given x
greedy
1 , t2. This
is a simple but very naive algorithm to solve a two/multi-stage stochastic optimization problem. On the other hand,
a clear lower bound for the optimal energy is obtained when all stochastic parameters are known at the beginning.
We call this the offline solution xoffline and it is computed by minimizing the whole energy. In the following, we shall
always compare the results with the above greedy and offline solutions.
III. CAVITY APPROACH: PASSING SURVEY OF SURVEYS
Generally speaking, the method we propose consists in computing the chain of operations in (1) by performing the
minimizations with the help of MS and the expectation with BP. The scheme we propose consists loosely in following
the procedure below:
1. Call 1MS(m, t2) the indicator function for the MS equations for the inner minimum in (1) as a function of MS
messages m, and build the following distribution Q(t2,m) ∝ P (t2)1MS(m, t2). Separately, compute the MS
expression for the minimum energy E∗(x1, t2;m) on a MS fixed point m. This will be needed in item 3.
2. Obtain the BP equations for Q, with message vector Q. These equations can be considered as SP equations
[21].
3. Treat the expression for the minimum energy E∗(x1, t2;m) from the MS of the first step as an observable and
compute an expression E∗(x1;Q) for its average 〈E∗(x1, t2;m)〉Q as a function of the BP messages. Up to here,
the variables x1 have been considered constant.
4. Finally, employ MS again to find the minimum of E∗(x1;Q) over both Q and x1, where the messages are
constrained by the BP equations.
We will now explain more in detail how this is done. Consider a system of interacting variables V = {i|i =
1, . . . , N} = V1 ∪ V2 with interaction set E = {a|a = 1, . . . ,M}. Suppose that the energy function is
E(x1,x2; t2) =
∑
a
ea(x∂a; ta) +
∑
i
ei(xi; ti), (3)
with variables {xi} and local energies {ei, ea}. The stochastic parameters {ti, ta} are independent and obey a product
distribution P (t) =
∏
i pi(ti)
∏
a pa(ta). Here ∂a denotes the set of variables contributing in the energy function ea.
Similarly, we use ∂i for the set of interactions depending on xi. For fixed x1 and t2, the statistical physics of the x2
variables at finite temperature T2 = 1/β2, is given by the following partition function:
Z2[x1; t2] =
∑
x2
e−β2E(x1,x2;t2). (4)
4In the Bethe approximation we write the corresponding free energy as
F2[x1; t2] =
∑
a
∆Fa +
∑
i
∆Fi −
∑
(ia),i∈V2
∆Fia. (5)
The local free energy changes are computed from the cavity marginals ψi→a(xi) and ψa→i(xi)
e−β2∆Fa =
∑
x∂a
e−β2ea(x∂a;ta)
∏
i∈∂a
ψi→a(xi), (6)
e−β2∆Fi =
∑
xi
e−β2ei(xi;ti)
∏
a∈∂i
ψa→i(xi), (7)
e−β2∆Fia =
∑
xi
ψi→a(xi)ψa→i(xi), (8)
satisfying the BP equations
ψi→a(xi) ∝ e−β2ei(xi;ti)
∏
b∈∂i\a
ψb→i(xi) ≡ ψˆi→a, (9)
ψa→i(xi) ∝
∑
x∂a\i
e−β2ea(x∂a;ta)
∏
j∈∂a\i
ψj→a(xj) ≡ ψˆa→i. (10)
Notice that variables in the first set are fixed, so for these variables ψi→a(x) = δx,xi and ∆Fi = ei(xi; ti). The right-
hand side of (9) should be understood as a definition of the functions ψˆi→a({ψb→i, b ∈ ∂i\a}, ti) and ψˆa→i({ψj→a, j ∈
∂a \ i}, ta).
The Bethe approximation to the free energy is asymptotically correct as long as the interaction graph is locally
tree-like and we are in a replica symmetric phase. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that this is the case
and that the BP equations have a unique fixed point. Obviously, when this is not true, assuming replica symmetry
breaking and employing the correspondent RSB equations would give a more accurate treatment of the system.
To get the minimum energy configuration we need to take the limit β2 →∞. Let us assume that in this limit the
BP messages scale as eβ2mi→a(xi) = ψi→a(xi) and eβ2ma→i(xi) = ψa→i(xi), defining new cavity messages mi→a and
ma→i. Starting from the BP equations one can easily derive the so called Max Sum equations
mi→a(xi) = −ei(xi; ti) +
∑
b∈∂i\a
mb→i(xi) ≡ mˆi→a, (11)
ma→i(xi) = max
x∂a\i
−ea(x∂a; ta) + ∑
j∈∂a\i
mj→a(xj)
 ≡ mˆa→i. (12)
Again for the variables in the first set
mi→a = log δ(xi; ·), i ∈ V1. (13)
where log(0) = −∞. To fix a second stage variable we need the local MS messages mi computed as in (11), but
including all the neighbors of i in the sum. With our definition of MS messages, xi = arg maxmi(x).
Notice that still the messages depend on the stochastic parameters t2. As before we assume that for each realization
of t2 the MS equations have only one fixed point. The statistics of the MS messages among different realizations is
given by the joint probability distributions Qi→a(mi→q; ti) and Qa→i(ma→i; ta) satisfying the following equations
Qi→a(mi→a; ti) ∝ pi(ti)
∑
{tb,mb→i|b∈∂i\a}
∏
b∈∂i\a
Qb→i(mb→i; tb)δ(mi→a − mˆi→a), (14)
Qa→i(ma→i; ta) ∝ pa(ta)
∑
{tj ,mj→a|j∈∂a\i}
∏
j∈∂a\i
Qj→a(mj→a; tj)δ(ma→i − mˆa→i). (15)
Then, the marginals over the MS messages are simply obtained by summing over the stochastic variables
Pi→a(mi→a) =
∑
ti
Qi→a(mi→a; ti) ≡ Pˆi→a, (16)
Pa→i(ma→i) =
∑
ta
Qa→i(ma→i; ta) ≡ Pˆa→i. (17)
5Clearly for fixed first-set variables we have
Pi→a(mi→a) = δ(mi→a − log δ(xi; ·)), i ∈ V1. (18)
We will refer to the above equations as the BP-MS equations. The average energy can be computed using the Bethe
free energy, that is
E1(x1) =
∑
a
〈∆ea〉+
∑
i
〈∆ei〉 −
∑
(ia),i∈V2
〈∆eia〉, (19)
where the average of ∆ea = limβ2→∞∆Fa, ∆ei = limβ2→∞∆Fi and ∆eia = limβ2→∞∆Fia are taken over the
stochastic variables t2.
We should mention here that when there exist many Max Sum fixed points the above average energy is computed
with a uniform measure over the fixed points. Suppose we have Nt2 Max Sum fixed points for given x1, t2. For
any fixed point mt2 , consider the Bethe minimum energy E1(mt2). The average energy computed by the surveys
Pi→a(mi→a) and Pa→i(ma→i) is indeed
E ′1(x1) =
∑
t2
P (t2)
 1
Nt2
∑
mt2
E1(mt2)
 . (20)
It should be noted that, in the case of multiple fixed points, this expression is different the one that would have been
obtained with the loose procedure described at the beginning of this section. Indeed that would have resulted in
E ′′1 (x1) =
∑
t2
P (t2)
(∑
mt2
E1(mt2)
)
∑
t2
P (t2)Nt2
, (21)
which is the expression corresponding to item 3 of the description. In particular, E ′′1 may not coincide with E1 even
in the case in which all the fixed points have the same energy. Besides being less informative for our purposes, the
computation of E ′′1 is more involved than the one of E ′1, needing the propagation of joint messages Pi→a(mi→a,ma→i)
and Pa→i(ma→i,mi→a). In the case of a single fixed point, such messages simplify as they depend only on the
argument of the forward direction.
Now we are ready to deal with the first stage variables. The partition function for this subsystem at finite temper-
ature T1 = 1/β1 reads
Z1 =
∑
x1
e−β1E1(x1). (22)
We recall that the MS messages needed to compute E1(x1) depend implicitly on x1. In order to make the average
energy a local function, we introduce the Pi→a(mi→a) and Pa→i(ma→i) as new variables in the partition function
Z1 =
∑
x1,{Pi→a,Pa→i}
e−β1E1(x1)
∏
i∈V2
∏
a∈∂i
δ(Pi→a − Pˆi→a)
∏
a
∏
i∈∂a
δ(Pa→i − Pˆa→i). (23)
As before, the marginals of Pi→a and Pa→i can be computed by the Bethe approximation. Let us first write the cavity
messages related to the second set variables:
Ψi→a(Pi→a) ∝
∑
{Pb→i|b∈∂i\a}
e−β1〈∆ei→a〉
∏
b∈∂i\a
Ψb→i(Pb→i)δ(Pi→a − Pˆi→a), (24)
Ψa→i(Pa→i) ∝
∑
{Pj→a|j∈∂a\i}
e−β1〈∆ea→i〉
∏
j∈∂a\i
Ψj→a(Pj→a)δ(Pa→i − Pˆa→i), (25)
where 〈∆ei→a〉 and 〈∆ea→i〉 are the average of cavity energy shifts,
∆ei→a = lim
β2→∞
∆Fi→a, ∆Fi→a ≡ ∆Fi −∆Fia, (26)
∆ea→i = lim
β2→∞
∆Fa→i, ∆Fa→i ≡ ∆Fa −∆Fia. (27)
6Note that the energy term ∆ei→a (resp. ∆ea→i) in (24) does not depend on the backward message Pa→i (resp.
Pi→a). This is exactly the reason for the regrouping of the energy terms in (26), and it is crucial in order to avoid
correlations between messages traveling in opposite directions. The cavity messages for the variables in the first set
are a bit different from the above equations, due to the asymmetric form of the average energy,
Ψi→a(xi) ∝ e−β1ei(xi;ti)
∏
b∈∂i\a
Ψb→i(xi), (28)
Ψa→i(xi) ∝
∑
{xj |j∈∂a\i,V1},{Pj→a|j∈∂a\i,V2}
e−β1〈∆ea〉
∏
j∈∂a\i,V1
Ψj→a(xj)
∏
j∈∂a\i
Ψj→a(Pj→a). (29)
These finite temperature equations (BP-BP-MS) could already be used to extract useful information about the
phase space of the problem. However, in order to find the configuration x∗1 minimizing the average energy, we have
to take the zero temperature limit β1 → ∞. Again we work with the following scaling: Ψi→a = eβ1Mi→a and
Ψa→i = eβ1Ma→i . In this way we obtain the Max Sum equations (MS-BP-MS) in the top layer
Mi→a(xi) = −ei(xi; ti) +
∑
b∈∂i\a
Mb→i(xi) i ∈ V1, (30)
Mi→a(Pi→a) = max
{Pb→i|b∈∂i\a}:Pa→i=Pˆa→i
−〈∆ei→a〉+ ∑
b∈∂i\a
Mb→i(Pb→i)
 i ∈ V2, (31)
and
Ma→i(xi) = max{xj |j∈∂a\i,V1},
{Pj→a|j∈∂a\i}
−〈∆ea〉+ ∑
j∈∂a\i,V1
Mj→a(xj) +
∑
j∈∂a\i,V2
Mj→a(Pj→a)
 i ∈ V1, (32)
Ma→i(Pa→i) = max{xj |j∈∂a\i,V1},
{Pj→a|j∈∂a\i,V2}:Pi→a=Pˆi→a
−〈∆ea→i〉+ ∑
j∈∂a\i,V1
Mj→a(xj) +
∑
j∈∂a\i,V2
Mj→a(Pj→a)
 i ∈ V2.
(33)
The above messages should be normalized by subtracting the maximum value of the unnormalized message in each
case. Starting from random initial messages {Mi→a,Ma→i} we update them according to the above equations. At the
fixed point the local messages Mi determine the solution to the first stage variables. Introducing a small reinforcement
to the equations would help the algorithm converge more easily to a polarized solution [28]. To this end we modify a
bit the equations for the first set variables as
Mi→a(xi) = −ei(xi; ti) +
∑
b∈∂i\a
Mb→i(xi) + ρMi(xi), (34)
Mi(xi) = −ei(xi; ti) +
∑
b∈∂i
Mb→i(xi) + ρMi(xi), (35)
where ρ ≥ 0 is the reinforcement parameter.
In the next sections we will make the above points more clear by studying two problems: a stochastic independent
set problem and a stochastic matching problem.
IV. THE TWO-STAGE STOCHASTIC INDEPENDENT SET PROBLEM
We consider a weighted graph G = (V,E) with node set V = V1 ∪ V2 of size N , edge set E and weights wi on the
nodes i = 1, . . . , N . A configuration of nodes x ∈ {0, 1}N defines an independent set if xixj = 0 for any edge in E.
The weight of an independent set is the weight of nodes belonging to the set, i.e. W =
∑
i xiwi, and a maximum
independent set has the maximum weight among all the independent sets. A stochastic version of this problem is
obtained by introducing independent stochastic parameters ti ∈ {0, 1} representing the nodes that contribute to the
total weight. Given the probability distributions {pi(ti)|i ∈ V2} we are to find an independent set with maximum
weight W =
∑
i tixiwi, after realizing t2. In terms of the previous section notations: ei(xi; ti) = −tixiwi and
ea ≡ eij(xi, xj) = δxixj ,1 ×∞. That is we have deterministic hard interactions and no stochastic parameters ta.
7In the following we shall work with Erdos-Renyi (ER) random graphs. The subsets V1 and V2 are chosen randomly:
a node can belong to the first or the second subset with equal probability. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume
that all the node weights are the same, say wi = 1 for any i. The probability distributions pi(ti) = piδti,1 +(1−pi)δti,0
define the amount of uncertainty in the problem. When all pi = 0 or pi = 1, there is no uncertainty and we recover
the deterministic problem. In the other extreme we have all pi = 1/2 that is the most uncertain case.
A. Message passing solution
For a fixed x1 which is an independent set of the subgraph induced by V1, we write
Z2[x1; t2] =
∑
x2
∏
(ij)∈E
δxixj ,0e
β2
∑
i tixi . (36)
The BP equations for this problem are
ψi→j(xi = 0) ∝ 1, (37)
ψi→j(xi = 1) ∝ eβ2ti
∏
k∈∂i\j
ψk→i(xk = 0), (38)
which can be understood as messages from a variable to a constraint. The equations converge on an ER random
graph for any β2 < β
∗
2 , which depends on the average connectivity. For smaller temperatures the replica symmetry
assumption is not anymore correct. Then we obtain Max Sum equations, which for binary variables simplify slightly
as messages can be parametrized with a single real number m(1)−m(0):
mi→j = mi = (2xi − 1)×∞ i ∈ V1, (39)
mi→j = ti −
∑
k∈∂i\j
max(0,mk→i) ≡ mˆi→j i ∈ V2. (40)
These equations converge on an ER random graph as long as the average degree is smaller than exp(1). In the following
we will always use these equations to find, for example, the greedy and offline solutions. To improve the convergence
the algorithm for large degrees one can introduce very small noises in the weights wi and use the reinforced equations.
The distributions of the MS messages over stochastic parameters t2 are given by
Pi→j(mi→j) ∝
∑
ti
pi(ti)
∑
{mk→i|k∈∂i\j}
∏
k∈∂i\j
Pk→i(mk→i)δ(mi→j − mˆi→j) ≡ Pˆi→j . (41)
The equations for Pi→j(+1) are simply written as
Pi→j(+1) = pi
∏
k∈∂i\j
(1− Pk→i(+1)) , (42)
with no need of the other probabilities. The normalization condition gives the probability of having zero and negative
messages. The above survey can be used to compute the average energy E1(x1) for a given configuration of the first
stage variables:
E1(x1) =
∑
i∈V1
tixi +
∑
i∈V2
〈∆ei〉 −
∑
(ij)∈E,(i,j)∈V2
〈∆eij〉. (43)
The average energy shifts are
〈∆ei〉 =
∑
mi>0
miPi(mi) = Pi(mi = +1), (44)
〈∆eij〉 = 〈∆ei〉 − 〈∆ei→j〉, (45)
with
〈∆ei→j〉 =
∑
mi→j>0
mi→jPi→j(mi→j) = Pi→j(mi→j = +1). (46)
8Let us compare the above average energy with the one obtained by sampling the stochastic parameters. More
precisely, we generate a large number S of samples ts2 from distribution
∏
i∈V2 pi(ti) and find the minimum energy
configuration xs2 using the Max Sum algorithm. Thus, the average energy can be written as
E(s)1 (x1) =
1
S
∑
s
E1(x1,xs2; ts2). (47)
In figure 1 we compare the two average energies.
At finite temperatures the top layer BP equations read
Ψi→j(xi) ∝
∑
{xk|k∈∂i\j,V1}:xixk=0
eβ1tixi
∏
k∈∂i\j,V1
Ψk→i(xk)
∏
k′∈∂i\j,V2
Ψk′→i(xi) i ∈ V1, (48)
Ψi→j(xj) ∝
∑
{xk|k∈∂i\j,V1},
{Pk→i|k∈∂i\j,V2}
eβ1〈∆ei〉
∏
k∈∂i\j,V1
Ψk→i(xk)
∏
k∈∂i\j,V2
Ψk→i(Pk→i) i ∈ V2, j ∈ V1, (49)
Ψi→j(Pi→j) ∝
∑
{xk|k∈∂i\j,V1},
{Pk→i|k∈∂i\j}
eβ1〈∆ei→j〉
∏
k∈∂i\j,V1
Ψk→i(xk)
∏
k∈∂i\j
Ψk→i(Pk→i)δ(Pi→j − Pˆi→j) i ∈ V2, j ∈ V2 (50)
Notice that for variables in the first set the sums are restricted by the hard constraints. Moreover, since the energy
shifts depend only on Pi→j(+1), we need just to consider this probability in the equations. Therefore, the relevant
variable in the messages is Pi→j(+1).
The top layer MS equations are obtained as before by taking the β1 →∞ limit in the finite temperature equations:
Mi→j(xi) = max{xk|k∈∂i\j,V1}:xixk=0
tixi + ∑
k∈∂i\j,V1
Mk→i(xk) +
∑
k′∈∂i\j,V2
Mk′→i(xi)
 i ∈ V1, (51)
Mi→j(xj) = max{xk|k∈∂i\j,V1},
{Pk→i|k∈∂i\j,V2}
〈∆ei〉+ ∑
k∈∂i\j,V1
Mk→i(xk) +
∑
k∈∂i\j,V2
Mk→i(Pk→i)
 i ∈ V2, j ∈ V1, (52)
Mi→j(Pi→j) = max{xk|k∈∂i\j,V1},
{Pk→i|k∈∂i\j,V2}:Pi→j=Pˆi→j
〈∆ei→j〉+ ∑
k∈∂i\j,V1
Mk→i(xk) +
∑
k∈∂i\j,V2
Mk→i(Pk→i)
 i ∈ V2, j ∈ V2.
(53)
One strategy to solve the above equations is to work with discrete variables taking a small number of values. Let
us assume Pi→j(+1) takes B + 1 discrete values in [0, 1], that is Pi→j(+1) = n/B for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , B}. Given this
binning, one could try to solve the equations by summing exhaustively over all the possible configurations of the
variables. The time complexity of this computation grows exponentially with the degree of nodes as Bd. We can do
better than exhaustive sum by using the distributive nature of the equations. When i is in the first set, the input
variables {xk|k ∈ V1} are decoupled for different neighbors k and we need only to take care of the hard constraints.
When i is in the second set, we have to sum over all the values of the input variables giving rise to the specific output
variable Pi→j(mi→j = +1), which depends only on the product of (1−Pk→i(mk→i = +1)) for different k ∈ ∂i \ j and
pi(ti = 1). This can be done by splitting the whole sum into smaller ones such that at each step we get a convolution
of the new messages and the sum over previous messages, that is
F li→j(P˜ ) = max
Pl
{
(F l−1i→j(
P˜
1− Pl ),Mkl→i(Pl)
}
, (54)
where l goes from 1 to di − 1 = |∂i| − 1. In the last step we update the message as
Mi→j(Pi→j) = 〈∆ei→j〉+ F di−1i→j (P˜ =
Pi→j
pi
). (55)
Now we need B2di operations to update a cavity message. The time complexity of this algorithm grows linearly with
N for finite degree graphs and finite number of bins. In Figure 1 we display the average weight of independent sets
for a fixed configuration of the first stage variables computed by the above equations with discrete variables. This is
just to be sure that by summing over the discrete surveys in these equations we recover the correct average energy.
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FIG. 1. The 2-stage problem: the average weight of independent sets, given x1, obtained from the surveys and by sampling.
The variables in the first set are chosen randomly with probability 1/2. The stochastic parameters are in the most uncertain
state, i.e. pi(ti = 1) = 1/2. Also the first set nodes contribute to the total weight with probability 1/2. The data are the result
of averaging over 100 instances of random graphs, weights and stochastic parameters. The size of the graph is N = 104, c is
the average degree and B denotes the number of bins. The number of bins increases from top to bottom.
However, the above equations are indeed to find the optimal configuration of the first stage variables as described
before. Figure 2 compares the performance of the algorithm with the greedy and offline solutions. The figure also
shows how the maximum weight solutions obtained in this way depend on the number of bins.
B. Monte Carlo approach: sampling + local search
The two stage stochastic problem can in principle be studied by a Monte Carlo algorithm. Given a problem instance,
we extract S samples of t2 from the probability distribution
∏
i∈V2 pi(ti). For a fixed x1 and a sample t
s
2, one finds
xs2 that minimize the total energy
xs2 = arg min
x2
E(x1,x2; ts2). (56)
Then we find x∗1 to minimize the average total energy
x∗1 = arg min
x1
1
S
S∑
s=1
E(x1,xs2; ts2). (57)
So far, the only difference with the previous sections is in replacing the average energy with an average over a finite
number of samples. Then we have to choose an algorithm to solve the above two optimization problems. Here we
use a mixture of Max Sum and zero temperature Monte Carlo; Max Sum to find xs2 and Monte Carlo to find x
∗
1.
Given {ts2|s = 1, . . . ,S} we start from x1 = 0. Then we select randomly a node i from V1 and flip xi to xnewi . This
results to a change in the average energy ∆E = 1S
∑S
s=1 ∆Es. Notice that to compute ∆Es we have to find xs2 and we
do this by using the Max Sum algorithm. In a zero temperature Monte Carlo we accept the change to xnewi only if
∆E < 0. We repeat the above steps until the algorithm finds a local minimum of the average energy function. In an
iteration of the algorithm all the first set variables are selected in a random sequential way. In figure 3 we compare
the outcome of this algorithm with the greedy and offline solutions. The algorithm is computationally expensive, and
therefore in order to obtain a good statistic we had to restrict ourself to a small graph. The time complexity of these
algorithms increases as SN2 for finite degree graphs and when a finite number of iterations are enough to reach a
good approximate solution. Here we assumed that the number of first stage nodes scales with N . Notice that, instead
of zero temperature Monte Carlo we could use a more sophisticated algorithm like simulated annealing, but it would
be more time consuming.
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FIG. 2. The 2-stage problem: comparing the weight of independent sets obtained by the messages passing algorithm with
the greedy and offline algorithms. The variables in the first set are chosen randomly with probability 1/2. The stochastic
parameters are in the most uncertain state, i.e. pi(ti = 1) = 1/2. Also the first set nodes contribute to the total weight with
probability 1/2. The data are result of averaging over 100 instances of random graphs, weights and stochastic parameters. The
size of graph is N = 104 and c is the average degree. The number of bins B increases from bottom to top.
C. Multi-stage stochastic optimization
In this section we see how the message passing method can be generalized to study a K-stage problem. With
obvious notations, the problem at stage l is to find the partial configuration x∗l which minimizes the expected value of
the final cost function E(x, t), given the previously assigned variables x1, . . . ,xl−1 and the previously set parameters
t1, . . . , tl:
x∗l = arg min
xl
Etl+1 minxl+1
· · ·EtK minxK E(x, t). (58)
A greedy algorithm solves the problem at stage l by minimizing the total energy function replacing the unknown
stochastic variables with their expectations. The offline solution is computed by minimizing the whole energy given
t1, . . . , tK .
Starting form the bottom layer BP equations at temperature TK we could compute Ψ
K
i→j depending on x1, . . . ,xK−1
and t1, . . . , tK . These messages contain all we need to know about the variables xK . We denote the corresponding Max
Sum messages by MKi→j . The probability of these messages over the stochastic parameters tK is given by P
K
i→j(M
K).
We could use these surveys to write the next layer MS equations MK−1i→j (P
K
i→j) which give the information necessary for
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FIG. 3. The 2-stage problem: comparing the weight of independent sets obtained by the local search algorithm with the other
algorithms. The variables in the first set are chosen randomly with probability 1/2. The stochastic parameters are in the most
uncertain state, i.e. pi(ti = 1) = 1/2. Also the first set nodes contribute to the total weight with probability 1/2. The data
are result of averaging over 100 instances of random graphs, weights and stochastic parameters. Size of graph is N = 500, c is
the average degree and number of samples is 10.
fixing variables xK−1. Similarly we get probabilities over the stochastic parameters tK−1 in the surveys PK−1i→j (M
K−1
i→j )
and these give rise to the new set of MS equations MK−2i→j (P
K−1
i→j ). In summary, at stage l we compute the MS messages
as
M li→j(xi) = max{xk|k∈∂i\j,Vl′≤l}:xixk=0
tixiwi + ∑
k∈∂i\j,Vl′≤l
M lk→i(xk) +
∑
k∈∂i\j,Vl′>l
M lk→i(xi)
 i ∈ Vl, (59)
M li→j(xj) = max{P l+1k→i|k∈∂i\j}
−〈∆el+1i 〉+ ∑
k∈∂i\j
M lk→i(P
l+1
k→i)
 i ∈ Vl′>l, j ∈ Vl (60)
M li→j(P
l+1
i→j) = max{P l+1k→i|k∈∂i\j}:P l+1i→j=Pˆ l+1i→j
−〈∆el+1i→j〉+ ∑
k∈∂i\j
Ψlk→i(P
l+1
k→i)
 i, j ∈ Vl′>l, (61)
where for variables in stage l and before that, the messages M li→j(P
l+1
i→j) are concentrated on xi.
The messages statistics are given by
P li→j(M
l
i→j) ∝
∑
ti
pi(ti)
∑
{M lk→i|k∈∂i\j}
∏
k∈∂i\j
P lk→i(M
l
k→i)δ(M
l
i→j − Mˆ li→j) i ∈ Vl, (62)
P li→j(M
l
i→j) ∝
∑
{M lk→i|k∈∂i\j}
∏
k∈∂i\j
P lk→i(M
l
k→i)δ(M
l
i→j − Mˆ li→j) i ∈ Vl′>l. (63)
For variables fixed in the previous stages, P li→j(M
l
i→j) is concentrated on xi. As before we used Oˆ to denote the
corresponding equation for quantity O. And finally, the average cavity energies are computed by
〈∆eli〉 =
∑
{M lk→i|k∈∂i}
∆eli
∏
k∈∂i
P lk→i(M
l
k→i), (64)
〈∆eli→j〉 =
∑
{M lk→i|k∈∂i\j}
∆eli→j
∏
k∈∂i\j
P lk→i(M
l
k→i). (65)
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where
∆eli = max{P l+1k→i|k∈∂i}
{
−〈∆el+1i 〉+
∑
k∈∂i
M lk→i(P
l+1
k→i)
}
, (66)
∆eli→j = max{P l+1k→i|k∈∂i\j}
−〈∆el+1i→j〉+ ∑
k∈∂i\j
M lk→i(P
l+1
k→i)
 . (67)
Notice the nested nature of the messages, which makes an exact treatment of the above equations nearly impossible
for large K. However, the efficiency of the algorithm for K = 2 allows to use it to obtain an approximate solution to
the K-stage problem with K > 2. A simple heuristics consists in finding
x˜∗l = arg min
xl
Etl+1···tK minxl+1···xK
E(x, t), (68)
by repeatedly applying the algorithm for a two stage problem. Changing the order of minimization and expectation at
each stage, we produce lower bounds for the expected value of the energy. As K increases, the approximation effects
are accumulated, resulting to a suboptimal solution. However, as figure 4 shows, we get still better results than the
greedy algorithm.
V. THE TWO-STAGE STOCHASTIC MATCHING PROBLEM
As a second illustration of the method described in Section III, let us consider the following problem, which is
a variant of the stochastic two-stage bipartite matching problem introduced in [5, 25, 26], where it is shown to be
NP-complete, and for which the main results have already been published in [18]. We are given a bipartite graph
G = (L,R;E) with L further partitioned in L1 and L2, and for each l2 ∈ L2 a real number pl2 ∈]0, 1[. The objective
is to find a maximum-size matching under the following two-stage setup: the vertices in L1 are deterministic, and
they must be matched in the first stage of the problem; the vertices in L2 are stochastic, i.e. they may or may not
be available for matching, and the available ones must be matched in the second stage. After the first-stage vertices
have been matched, the available vertices for the second stage are extracted (independently for each vertex l2 ∈ L2
with probability pl2), and then the second-stage optimization is performed. Therefore the optimization in the first
stage must be done knowing only partial information (i.e. the probabilities p = {pl2 , l2 ∈ L2}) about the availability
of the second-stage vertices, and once the available vertices in L2 are known in the second stage, the matching of the
first-stage vertices cannot be modified.
We introduce two sets of binary variables, x1 = {xl1r ∈ {0, 1}, (l1r) ∈ E : l1 ∈ L1} and x2 = {xl2r ∈ {0, 1}, (l2r) ∈
E : l2 ∈ L2}, to represent the possible M ⊂ E, with xlr = 1 if and only if (lr) ∈ M , and a set of binary stochastic
parameters t = {tl2 ∈ {0, 1}, l2 ∈ L2} with tl2 = 1 if and only if l2 is available for matching in the second stage,
so that P[tl2 = 1] = pl2 (notice a slight change in the notation compared to the previous section, which makes it
more suitable for this specific problem). We define an energy function E(x1, t,x2) counting the number of unmatched
vertices among the available ones. The first-stage problem consists in finding
x∗1 = arg min
x1
Et min
x2
E(x1, t,x2) (69)
subject to the matching constraints 
∑
l∈∂r
xlr ≤ 1 (∀r ∈ R) (70a)∑
r∈∂l1
xl1r ≤ 1 (∀l1 ∈ L1) (70b)∑
r∈∂l2
xl2r ≤ tl2 (∀l2 ∈ L2) (70c)
where ∂r = {l ∈ L : (lr) ∈ E} and similarly for ∂l1 and ∂l2. Once x1 and t are determined, it is straightforward
to solve the second-stage problem. The difficulty of the problem stems from the fact that Et minx2 E(x1,x2, t) has
a highly non trivial dependence on x1. In order to overcome this difficulty, we shall use the cavity method to first
compute the minimum energy relative to x2 for fixed x1 and t, and then to compute the average over t of this quantity.
In order to simplify the notation, in the following we shall always assume (unless explicitly specified differently)
that l denotes a vertex in L, l1 a vertex in L1, l2 a vertex in L2 and r a vertex in r, possibly restricted to the neighbors
of some given node, and that (lr) denotes an edge of the graph, (l1r) an edge with l1 ∈ L1 and so on.
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FIG. 4. The 10-stage problem: comparing the weight of independent sets obtained by the messages passing algorithm with the
greedy and offline algorithms. The variables in each set are chosen randomly with probability 1/10. The stochastic parameters
are in the most uncertain state, i.e. pi(ti = 1) = 1/2. Also the first set nodes contribute to the total weight with probability
1/2. The data are result of averaging over 100 instances of random graphs, weights and stochastic parameters. Size of graph
is N = 104 and c is the average degree. Number of bins B increases from down to top.
A. Message passing solution of the second-stage problem
Once x1 is determined and the stochastic parameters t are set, it is straightforward to find the optimal x2. We shall
now show how to do this is using MS, as discussed in [27]. For each edge (l2r) ∈ E we introduce the MS messages
ml2→r and mr→l2 . Notice that since the variables in the problem are defined on the edges of the original graph G,
while the clauses are defined on its vertices, there is no distinction between “clause to variable” and “variable to
clause” messages. The MS equations are then
mr→l2 =
−max[−1, maxl′2∈∂r\l2ml′2→r] if xl1 = 0 for each l1 ∈ ∂r−∞ otherwise (71)
ml2→r =
{−max[−1, max
r′∈∂l2\r
mr′→l2 ] if tl2 = 1
−∞ otherwise
(72)
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where the condition in (71) derives from the matching constraint (70a) and the condition in (72) derives from the
matching constraint (70c). Notice that the presence of max[−1, · · · ] in these equations makes it possible to replace the
−∞ with −1. This in turns allows to make a very useful simplification of the notation: we shall define the messages
m also on the edges connected to the vertices in L1, with the convention that ml1→r = mr→l1 = 1 if xl1r = 1 and
ml1→r = mr→l1 = −1 if xl1r = 0. It is easy to see that the previous equations then become
mr→l2 = −max[−1, max
l′∈∂r\l2
ml′→r] (73)
ml2→r =
{−max[−1, max
r′∈∂l2\r
mr′→l2 ] if tl2 = 1
−1 otherwise.
(74)
These equations can be solved by iteration, and knowing the value of the messages at the fixed point allows to
compute
E∗(x1, t) = min
x2
E(x1, t,x2)
= −
∑
l
max[−1, max
r∈∂l
mr→l]−
∑
r
max[−1, max
l∈∂r
ml→r] +
∑
(lr)
max[0, ml→r +mr→l] . (75)
This expression is obtained by taking the zero-temperature limit of the first line of (21) in [27] (notice that the
simplified expression in the second line cannot be used in the zero-temperature limit, because it depends on an
unresolved indetermination; this can be verified easily on a star-shaped or on a linear chain graph). The dependence
of this expression on t is not explicit, and it derives from the matching constraints (70c) through the update equations
(74).
For the sake of our computation, it is important to analyse the nature and the number of the fixed points of the
MS equations (73, 74). It is easily seen that these equations are closed for messages with support in {−1, 1}, and
also for messages with support in {−1, 0, 1}, so we can expect the fixed points to have support on either one of these
sets. Fixed points with other support can exist for finite-size instances with appropriate initial values of the messages,
but we have verified numerically that they disappear in the infinite-size limit, and we shall ignore them. A detailed
analysis of the fixed points obtained in the infinite size limit is carried out in [27] for the case of random graphs with
average connectivity c, where it is shown that the fixed points with support in {−1, 1} (which we shall refer to as
“two-valued” fixed points) correspond to replica-symmetric states and are correct for c < e, while the fixed points with
support in {−1, 0, 1} (which we shall refer to as “three-valued” fixed points) correspond to replica-symmetry-breaking
states and are correct for c > e. In the remainder of this Paragraph we shall extend that analysis to the case of
bipartite random graphs, which is of interest for us.
Let us consider a uniform ensemble of instances with poissonian degree distribution and average degree c (we shall
consider balanced bipartite graphs for simplicity, so that the connectivity of left-hand nodes and that of right-hand
nodes coincide), in the infinite-size limit. We shall denote by P+L→R the average fraction of messages ml→r that are
equal to +1 and by P−L→R the average fraction of messages ml→r that are equal to −1, and similarly define P+R→L
and P−R→L. From their definitions and from the MS equations (73, 74) one obtains that these quantities must satisfy
the following equations:
P+L→R =
∑
k
e−c
ck
k!
(
P−R→L
)k
= e−c(1−P
−
R→L) (76)
P−L→R =
∑
k
e−c
ck
k!
[
1− (1− P+R→L)k] = 1− e−cP+R→L (77)
P+R→L = e
−c(1−P−L→R) (78)
P−R→L = 1− e−cP
+
L→R (79)
which implies that each of the quantities P+L→R, (1− P−L→R), P+R→L and (1− P−R→L) must satisfy the equation
x = exp [−c exp(−cx)] . (80)
The crucial difference between the case we consider and the non-bipartite case considered in [27] is that here P±L→R
can be different from P±R→L if (80) admits more than one solution. On the other hand, it is always possible to find
a solution with P+L→R = 1 − P−L→R (and then P+R→L = 1 − P−R→L), so we expect that the two-valued fixed point is
always present.
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In fact, for c < e (80) admits a unique solution, and the distribution of the cavity messages will be unique and
satisfy P+L→R = 1 − P−L→R and P+R→L = 1 − P−R→L. This will correspond to an essentially unique fixed point of the
MS equations: it is possible that some (small) isolated components admit several fixed points, multiplying the total
number of fixed points, but the extensive component (which dominates the energy) will have a unique fixed point,
and this will be a two-valued fixed point (i.e. with support in {−1, 1}). This statement is confirmed by numerical
simulations.
For c > e the situation is more complicated: (80) admits 3 solutions, and P+L→R and P
−
R→L can be different from
1 − P−L→R and 1 − P−R→L respectively. From (78, 79) we see that P+R→L and P−R→L are determined from P+L→R and
P−L→R, so the total number of solutions will depend on the number of solutions for P
+
L→R and for 1 − P−L→R only.
Taking into account the constraint P+L→R ≤ 1− P−L→R, we see that the total number of solutions for the distribution
of the cavity messages is at most 6. Some of these solutions however might correspond to negative values of the
energy, and must therefore be rejected. As an example we have studied in detail the case c = 5, where the number of
solutions with positive energy is 3, and they all have exactly the same energy. One of the 3 solutions is three-valued,
and the remaining 2 are two-valued. On finite size instances, we have verified numerically that these 3 fixed points can
always be obtained by chosing appropriate initial conditions. Their energies are close to each other, but not exactly
the same, and the correct one is always the largest.
We conclude from this discussion that the energy computed from (75) is correct for instances extracted with
poissonian degree distributions with c < e and approximately correct for instances with c > e. It must be noted,
however, that the reduced instance to be solved in the second stage is not necessarily poissonian, as the probability
that a node in R is matched to a node in L1 can be correlated to its degree. Moreover, it is possible that some small
disconnected components have multiple solutions, that combined with the 3 solutions of the giant component give
a larger number of fixed points, but these will always have energies that are approximately equal. We shall neglect
these possible issues, comforted by our numerical results.
In the following, we shall treat the two- and three-valued cases separately: we shall see that they give rise to different
algorithms for the optimization over x1. Based on the above discussion, we expect that the two-valued algorithm
will find the correct solution for poissonian instances with small connectivity, while the three-valued algorithm will
do it for instances with large connectivity. We can also expect the two-valued algorithm to provide an approximate
solution for large connectivity, and in fact we shall see that the average energy it obtains on the random ensemble of
instances we have analysed numerically is almost exactly the same as that obtained by the three-valued algorithm.
B. Message passing solution of the first-stage problem in the two-valued case
1. Computing the average over t
We shall now compute the average over t of the expression (75),
E∗(x1) = Et min
x2
E(x1, t,x2) (81)
for the two-valued case where the MS messages ml2→r and mr→l2 take values in {−1, 1}. For this purpose, we shall
treat the quantities ml2→r, mr→l2 and tl2 as random variables with a joint probability distribution
Q(m, t) ∝
∏
l2
pl2(tl2)×
∏
(l2r)
1 [ml2→r = mˆl2→r]1 [mr→l2 = mˆr→l2 ] (82)
where mˆl2→r is a shorthand for mˆl2→r({mr′→l2 , r′ ∈ ∂l2 \ r}, tl2) defined as the right-hand side of (74) and similarly
mˆr→l2 is a shorthand for mˆr→l2({ml′2→r, l′2 ∈ ∂r\l2}) defined as the right-hand side of (73). We then need to compute
the average of (75) relative to this distribution.
Within the cavity approximation, we follow the approach of Section III and introduce the cavity marginals
Pl2→r(ml2→r) and Pr→l2(mr→l2). Sinceml2→r andmr→l2 have support in {−1, 1}, we can parametrize these marginals
with a single real number, Pl2→r = Pl2→r[ml2→r = 1] ∈ [0, 1] (and similarly for Pr→l2). The update equations for
these cavity marginals can be obtained with the general method of the previous section (i.e. using BP for the dis-
tribution Q(m, t)), but in this case it is possible to derive them in a more intuitive way as follows. Again, we can
simplify the notation by extending the definition of Pl→r and Pr→l also to the edges connected to vertices in L1, with
the convention that Pl1→r = Pr→l1 = 1 if xl1 = 1, and Pl1→r = Pr→l1 = 0 if xl1 = 0.
We see from (73) that mr→l2 is +1 if and only if all the incoming ml′→r are −1 (for each l′ ∈ ∂r \ l2), so that
Pr→l2 =
∏
l′∈∂r\l2
(1− Pl′→r) . (83)
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Similarly, from (74) we see that ml2→r is +1 if and only if tl2 is 1 (which happens with probability pl2), and all the
incoming mr′→l2 are −1 (for each r′ ∈ ∂l2 \ r), so that
Pl2→r = pl2
∏
r′∈∂l2\r
(1− Pr′→l2) . (84)
Notice that by doing this (i.e. conditioning the probabilities to the values of tl2) we are giving the correct weight to
all the fixed points even in the case where their number varies with t, as explained in Section III.
The coupled equations (83, 84) can again be solved by iteration, and E∗(x1) can be computed from the fixed point
values of Pl→r and Pr→l. The contribution of a vertex l ∈ L will be different from zero only if the node is available
for matching, which happens with probability pl (setting pl = 1 if l ∈ L1), and in this case it will be equal to
−max[−1,maxr∈∂lmr→l] which is +1 with probability
∏
r∈∂l(1− Pr→l), and −1 otherwise, so that
Et
[
−max[−1,max
r∈∂l
mr→l]
]
= pl
[
2
∏
r∈∂l
(1− Pr→l)− 1
]
. (85)
Similarly, the contribution of a vertex r ∈ R is
Et
[
−max[−1,max
l∈∂r
ml→r]
]
=
[
2
∏
l∈∂r
(1− Pl→r)− 1
]
. (86)
Finally, the contribution from an edge (lr) ∈ E in (75) is max[0, ml→r+mr→l] which is +2 with probability Pl→r×Pr→l
and zero otherwise, so that
Et
[
max[0, ml→r +mr→l]
]
= 2Pl→rPr→l . (87)
We obtain
E∗(x1) =
∑
l
pl
[
2
∏
r∈∂l
(1− Pr→l)− 1
]
+
∑
r
[
2
∏
l∈∂r
(1− Pl→r)− 1
]
+ 2
∑
(lr)
Pl→rPr→l . (88)
Let us stress again that in this expression, even though L1 and L2 vertices are treated in a completely symmetric
way, the values of Pl1→r and Pr→l1 with l1 ∈ L1 are explicitly determined by x1, while the values of Pl2→r and Pr→l2
with l2 ∈ L2 are determined by x1 implicitly through the update equations (83, 84).
2. Solving for x1
We are now in position to solve the first stage problem, namely finding x∗1 defined as
x∗1 = arg min
x1
Et min
x2
E(x1, t,x2) = arg min
x1
E∗(x1) (89)
where E∗(x1) is defined in (88), and where we remind that Pl1→r = Pr→l1 = xl1r, with xl1r subject to the matching
constraints (70a, 70b), while Pl2→r and Pr→l2 must satisfy the update equations (83, 84), and we keep following the
convention that l1 always denotes a vertex in L1 and l2 a vertex in L2, and similarly for l
′
1, l
′
2 etc.
Since E∗(x1) is a sum of local terms subject to local constraints, we can solve this minimization problem with MS.
We introduce the messages in terms of the cavity marginals Pl→r[Pl→r = P ] and Pr→l[Pr→l = P ]. For the edges
connected to vertices in L1 we define
Ψl1→r = log
Pl1→r[Pl1→r = 1]
Pl1→r[Pl1→r = 0]
= log
Pl1→r[xl1r = 1]
Pl1→r[xl1r = 0]
, (90)
Ψr→l1 = log
Pr→l1 [Pr→l1 = 1]
Pr→l1 [Pr→l1 = 0]
= log
Pr→l1 [xl1r = 1]
Pr→l1 [xl1r = 0]
(91)
which are simply real numbers. On the other hand, for the edges connected to vertices in L2 the probabilities Pl2→r
and Pr→l2 can take any real value in [0, 1] and the messages, defined as
Ψl2→r(P ) = logPl2→r[Pl2→r = P ] + Cl2→r , (92)
Ψr→l2(P ) = logPr→l2 [Pr→l2 = P ] + Cr→l2 (93)
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are functions of a real variable. The additive constants Cl2→r and Cr→l2 are set by requiring that maxP Ψl2→r(P ) =
maxP Ψr→l2(P ) = 0. For numerical purposes these functions can be approximated by a vector of real negative
numbers corresponding to finite size bins for the values of P in [0, 1].
In order to obtain the update equations for Ψl→r (and Ψr→l), we must consider all the terms in (88) where the
corresponding variable Pl→r (and Pr→l) appears, which will always be two: a vertex term and an edge term. Notice
that the fact that we include the edge term in both the updates of Ψl→r and Ψr→l implies that we are defining these
messages as the “variable to clause” ones. It will be important to remember this when deciding the value of xl1r from
the values of the fixed point messages Ψl1→r and Ψr→l1 , since we shall have to subtract from Ψl1→r + Ψr→l1 the edge
contribution to the energy to avoid double-counting it.
The update equations are obtained in a straightforward manner as follows. Let us begin with the equation for
Ψl1→r. The relevant energy contribution is
El1→r(Pl1→r, {Pr′→l1 , r′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r}) =
[
2
∏
r′∈∂l1
(1− Pr′→l1)− 1
]
+ 2Pl1→rPr→l1 (94)
where we recall that Pl1→r′ = Pr′→l1 = xl1r′ ∈ {0, 1} for each r′ ∈ ∂l1, and that these are subject to the matching
constraint (70b). We obtain
logPl1→r[Pl1→r = P ] = max{Pr′→l1∈{0,1}, r
′∈∂l1\r} s.t:
P+
∑
r′∈∂l1\r Pr′→l1≤1
−El1→r(P, {Pr′→l1 , r′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r}) + ∑
r′∈∂l1\r
logPr′→l[Pr′→l]
 .
(95)
When Pl1→r is 1, the matching constraint (70b) forces all the incoming Pr′→l1 to be 0 (for r
′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r), and the
previous equation reduces to
logPl1→r[Pl1→r = 1] = −1 +
∑
r′∈∂l1\r
logPr′→l1 [Pr′→l1 = 0] . (96)
When Pl1→r is 0, because of the matching constraint (70b) the incoming Pr′→l1 (with r
′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r) can either be all 0
(as before), or one of them can be equal to 1, all the other ones being 0. We find
logPl1→r[Pl1→r = 0] = max
{
− 1 +
∑
r′∈∂l1\r
logPr′→l1 [Pr′→l1 = 0] ,
max
r′∈∂l1\r
[
1 + logPr′→l1 [Pr′→l1 = 1] +
∑
r′′∈∂l1\{r,r′}
logPr′′→l1 [Pr′′→l1 = 0]
]}
. (97)
By subtracting (97) from (96) we obtain
Ψl1→r = −max
[
0, 2 + max
r′∈∂l1\r
Ψr′→l1
]
. (98)
In a similar way we obtain the update equations for Ψl2→r(Pl2→r). The main difference is that now both Pl2→r
and the variables associated to the incoming messages Ψr′→l2(Pr′→l2) will be real variables in the interval [0, 1]. The
maximisation is therefore no longer performed over a discrete set of partial configurations for the incoming variables,
but on a continuous range. Moreover, these variables have to satisfy the update equations (83, 84), which are a
constraint in the maximisation. The relevant energy contribution is again formed by a vertex and an edge term and
is given by
El2→r(Pl2→r, {Pr′→l2 , r′ ∈ ∂l2 \ r}) = pl2
[
2
∏
r′∈∂l2
(1− Pr′→l2)− 1
]
+ 2Pl2→rPr→l2 (99)
= [2(1− Pr→l2)Pl2→r − pl2 ] + 2Pl2→rPr→l2 (100)
= 2Pl2→r − pl2 (101)
where we have made use of the update equation (84). Notice that, as expected from the discussion in Section III, this
energy term does not depend on Pr→l2 , thanks to the simplification between part of the vertex contribution and the
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edge contribution. This is crucial to ensure that the messages Ψl2→r(P ) and Ψr→l2(P ) are uncorrelated, as required
in order to apply the cavity method. In fact, in this case the result is extraordinarily simple, as it only depends on
the outgoing variable Pl2→r and is independent of the incoming variables {Pr′→l2 , r′ ∈ ∂l2 \ r}. The update equation
is then obtained in a straightforward manner:
Ψl2→r(P ) = max{Pr′→l2∈[0,1], r
′∈∂l2\r} s.t:
P=pl2
∏
r′∈∂l2\r(1−Pr′→l2 )
−El2→r(P ) + ∑
r′∈∂l2\r
Ψr′→l2(Pr′→l2)
 (102)
= −(2P − pl2) + max{Pr′→l2∈[0,1], r′∈∂l2\r} s.t:
P=pl2
∏
r′∈∂l2\r(1−Pr′→l2 )
 ∑
r′∈∂l2\r
Ψr′→l2(Pr′→l2)
 . (103)
It is important to realize that this constrained maximisation problem can be solved efficiently by exploiting the
associativity of the maximum as follows. In order to see how, let us introduce the following simplified notation:
gk(y) = max
{z1,...,zk}∈[0,1]k s.t.:
y=
∏
j=1,...,k(1−zk)
∑
j=1,...,k
fj(zj) (104)
with y ∈ [0, 1], which is of the form we need. Then
gk(y) = max
zk∈[0,1−y]
fk(zk) + max
{z1,...,zk−1}∈[0,1]k−1 s.t.:
y/(1−zk) =
∏
j=1,...,k−1(1−zj)
∑
j=1,...,k−1
fj(zj)
 (105)
= max
zk∈[0,1−y]
[
fk(zk) + gk−1
(
y
1− zk
)]
(106)
so we can compute gk(y) iteratively, starting with g0(y) = 0, in a time which is linear in the number of variables
appearing in the maximum (i.e. linear in the connectivity of l2). In fact, it is possible to compute all the messages
Ψl2→r(P ) for r ∈ ∂l2 in a time which is linear in the connectivity by computing (and keeping in memory) all the
quantities (resuming to the full notation)
gr(y) = max{Pr′→l2∈[0,1], r
′∈∂l2: r′<r} s.t.:
y=
∏
r′∈∂l2: r′<r(1−Pr′→l2 )
[ ∑
r′∈∂l2: r′<r
Ψr′→l2(Pr′→l2)
]
, (107)
hr(y) = max{Pr′→l2∈[0,1], r
′∈∂l2: r′>r} s.t.:
y=
∏
r′∈∂l2: r′>r(1−Pr′→l2 )
[ ∑
r′∈∂l2: r′>r
Ψr′→l2(Pr′→l2)
]
(108)
which are computed iteratively as in (106) and in terms of which the update equation (103) becomes
Ψl2→r(P ) = −(2P − pl2) + max{y1,y2}∈[0,1]2 s.t.:
P=pl2y1y2
[gr(y1) + hr(y2)] . (109)
By doing this, all the outgoing messages are computed by performing less than 3|∂l2| one-dimensional maximisations,
each of which has a time complexity proportial to the B2, the square of the number of bins that represent the cavity
marginals. Overall the time complexity is proportional to B2|E| per iteration.
Let us now turn to the update equation for Ψr→l1 . In this case, the variable Pr→l1 on the output edge is in {0, 1}
and the corresponding message is a real number, while the variables and messages on the incoming edges (lr) with
l ∈ ∂r \ l1 are mixed: if l ∈ L1, the variable Pl→r will be in {0, 1} and the corresponding message will be a real
number, and if l ∈ L2 the variable Pl→r will be in [0, 1] and the corresponding message will be a function with domain
in [0, 1] and codomain in ] −∞, 0]. The integer variables Pl′1→r must satisfy the matching constraints (70a), that is
Pr→l1 +
∑
l′1∈∂r\l1 Pl′1→r ≤ 1. On the other hand, the constraint that the real variables Pl2→r must satisfy the update
equations (83) has no effect, since the values of Pr→l2 for each l2 ∈ ∂r∩L2 do not appear in the update. The relevant
energy contribution is as usual formed by a vertex term and an edge term and is equal to
Er→l1(Pr→l1 , {Pl′→r, l′ ∈ ∂r \ l1}) = 2
∏
l′∈∂r
(1− Pl′→r)− 1 + 2Pl1→rPr→l1 (110)
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where we recall that Pl1→r = Pr→l1 = xl1r. The cavity marginals are then
logPr→l1 [Pr→l1 = 1] = max{Pl2→r, l2∈∂r}
{
− 1 +
∑
l′1∈∂r\l1
logPl′1→r[Pl′1→r = 0] +
∑
l2∈∂r
Ψl2→r(Pl2→r)
}
, (111)
logPr→l1 [Pr→l1 = 0] = max
[
A
({Ψl→r, l ∈ ∂r \ l1}), B({Ψl→r, l ∈ ∂r \ l1})] (112)
with
A
({Ψl→r, l ∈ ∂r \ l1})
= max
{Pl2→r, l2∈∂r}
[
1− 2
∏
l2∈∂r
(1− Pl2→r) +
∑
l′1∈∂r\l1
logPl′1→r[Pl′1→r = 0] +
∑
l2∈∂r
Ψl2→r(Pl2→r)
]
, (113)
and
B
({Ψl→r, l ∈ ∂r \ l1})
= max
{Pl2→r, l2∈∂r}
[
1 + max
l′1∈∂r\l1
(
logPl′1→r[Pl′1→r = 1] +
∑
l′′1∈∂r\{l1,l′1}
logPl′′1→r[Pl′′1→r = 0]
)
+
+
∑
l2∈∂r
Ψl2→r(Pl2→r)
]
. (114)
Notice that all the maximisations in (111, 112) are unconstrained and therefore performed easily. The outgoing
message Ψr→l1 is then computed by subtracting (112) from (111).
Finally, we turn to the update equation for Ψr→l2(Pr→l2). Exactly as above, the incoming variables and messages
will be of mixed types. The only difference is that now the message to be computed is a function, and that the
incoming variables Pl′→r with l′ ∈ ∂r \ l2 must satisfy the update equation (83) for Pr→l2 . As before, the relevant
energy contribution can be simplified by using this constraint to eliminate the dependence on Pl2→r, whose presence
would undermine the application of the cavity method:
Er→l2(Pr→l2 , {Pl′→r, l′ ∈ ∂r \ l2}) =
[
2
∏
l′∈∂r
(1− Pl′→r)− 1
]
+ 2Pr→l2Pl2→r (115)
= 2(1− Pl2→r)Pr→l2 − 1 + 2Pl2→rPr→l2 (116)
= 2Pr→l2 − 1 . (117)
We then have:
logPr→l2 [Pr→l2 = P ] = max{Pl′2→r∈[0,1], l
′
2∈(∂r\l2)∩L2} ,
{Pl1→r∈{0,1}, l1∈∂r∩L1} s.t.:∑
l1∈∂r∩L1 Pl1→r≤1 ,
P=
∏
l′2∈∂r\l2
(1−Pl′2→r)
1− 2P + ∑
l∈∂r\l2
logPl→r[Pl→r]
 (118)
which again can be computed efficiently thanks to (106). It is straightforward to substitute the messages Ψr→l2 and
Ψl→r instead of the cavity marginals.
The coupled update equations for Ψl1→r, Ψr→l1 , Ψl2→r and Ψr→l2 are solved by iteration. Notice that these
are the only message passing equations that actually have to be implemented and solved numerically. The message
passing equations for the second-stage MS messages ml→r and mr→l, as well as those for the messages Pl→r and Pr→l
introduced for the computation of the average over t, are only needed to derive the expression of the constraints to
which the maximisations in the update equations for Ψl1→r, Ψr→l1 , Ψl2→r and Ψr→l2 are subject to.
The optimal configuration x1 is determined from the fixed-point value of the messages Ψl1→r and Ψr→l1 as
xl1r =
{
1 if Ψl1→r + Ψr→l1 + 2 > 0
0 otherwise
(119)
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The constant addend +2 in the condition is due to the fact that the energy term 2Pl1→rPr→l1 = 2xl1r associated to
the edge (l1r) is subtracted from the updates of both Ψl1→r and Ψr→l1 , so that it must be added back to the sum
Ψl1→r + Ψr→l1 in order to avoid double-counting it.
In order to improve the convergence of the update equations we added both a noise and a reinforcement term to
the messages propagating on the edges incident on vertices l1 ∈ L1 (i.e. to the messages that are needed to assign the
binary variables xl1r), with a technique similar to the one used in [28, 29]. The noise term is just a constant (small)
random field ηl1r acting on each variable xl1r. Each ηl1r is extracted uniformly in [0, η¯]. The reinforcement term is
defined as follows. We introduce an esternal field Hl1r acting on each variable xl1r and a constant parameter ρ. Let
us denote by a superscript the time t in the update sequence (i.e. the iteration number). The update equation (98)
becomes
Ψtl1→r = Ψˆl1→r({Ψt−1r′→l1 , r′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r}) + tρHt−1l1r + ηl1r (120)
where Ψˆl1→r({Ψt−1r′→l1 , r′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r}) is the right-hand side of (98) computed at time t − 1. The update equation for
Ψtr→l1 is modified exaclty in the same way by adding the term tρH
t−1
l1r
+ ηl1r. The external field is computed after
each iteration t as the total field acting on the variable at the iteration t,
Htl1r = Ψ
t
l1→r + Ψ
t
r→l1 − tρHt−1l1r − ηl1r + 2 (121)
where the terms −tρHt−1l1r − ηl1r + 2 are again included in the sum Ψtl1→r + Ψtr→l1 in order to avoid double-counting
them, and with H0l1r = 0. In the presence of a reinforcement term, the values of the messages do not converge to a
fixed point: on the contrary, typically some of them diverge. The convergence criterion used to stop the algorithm is
then that the configuration of x1 variables corresponding to the instantaneous value of the messages does not change
for a number of iterations I (e.g. I = 100).
C. Message passing solution of the first-stage problem in the three-valued case
Let us now turn to the case in which the MS messages ml2→r and mr→l2 introduced for the optimization over x2
take the three values {−1, 0, 1}. We shall see that this leads to different update equations for the second and third
level messages (P and Ψ(P ) respectively), and therefore to a different algorithm. We shall proceed in close analogy
to the two-valued case just discussed.
1. Computing the average over t
As before, we start by computing the average over t the expression (75),
E∗(x1) = Et min
x2
E(x1, t,x2) . (122)
The joint distribution of the messages ml2→r and mr→l2 and of the stochastic parameters t has the same expression
(82) as before, with the same update equations (74) and (73) defining the functions mˆl→r and mˆr→l respectively.
As before we introduce the cavity marginals Pl2→r(ml2→r) and Pr→l2(mr→l2), but since now ml2→r and mr→l2
take values in {−1, 0, 1}, in order to parametrize them we need the three real numbers P+l2→r = P[ml2→r = +1],
P 0l2→r = P[ml2→r = 0] and P
−
l2→r = P[ml2→r = −1] subject to the normalization condition P+l2→r+P 0l2→r+P−l2→r = 1
(and similarly for P+r→l2 , P
0
r→l2 and P
−
r→l2). In order to simplify the notation, we introduce similar quantities for the
edges incident on the vertices in L1 with the definitions P
+
l1→r = P
+
r→l1 = 1 if xl1r = 1 and P
−
l1→r = P
−
r→l1 = 1 if
xl1r = 0.
From the update equation (73) we see that mr→l is +1 if and only if all the incoming messages are −1 (for each
l′ ∈ ∂r \ l), so that
P+r→l =
∏
l′∈∂r\l
P−l′→r . (123)
Moreover, mr→l is −1 if and only if at least one of the incoming ml′→r (with l′ ∈ ∂r \ l) is +1, so that
P−r→l = 1−
∏
l′∈∂r\l
(
1− P+l′→r
)
. (124)
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Similarly, we see from the update equation (74) that ml→r is +1 if and only if tl = 1 (which happens with probability
pl), and all the incoming messages are −1 (for each r′ ∈ ∂l \ r), so that
P+l→r = pl
∏
r′∈∂l\r
P−r′→l (125)
while ml→r is −1 if tl = 0 (which happens with probability 1 − pl), or if tl = 1 and at least one of the incoming
messages mr′→l (with r′ ∈ ∂l \ r) is +1, so that
P−l→r = (1− pl) + pl
1− ∏
r′∈∂l\r
(
1− P+r′→l
) . (126)
Solving these coupled equations by iteration, we can compute E∗(x1) in (122) as a function of the messages P±l→r
and P±r→l. We start by noticing that when mr→l ∈ {−1, 0, 1} we have −max[−1,maxr∈∂lmr→l] = −maxr∈∂lmr→l,
and that the probability that maxr∈∂lmr→l = −1 is pl
∏
r∈∂l P
−
r→l, while the probability that maxr∈∂lmr→l = +1 is
pl[1−
∏
r∈∂l(1− P+r→l)], so that
Et
[
−max[−1,max
r∈∂l
mr→l]
]
= pl
[∏
r∈∂l
P−r→l +
∏
r∈∂l
(
1− P+r→l
)− 1] . (127)
Similarly,
Et
[
−max[−1,max
l∈∂r
ml→r]
]
=
∏
l∈∂r
P−l→r +
∏
l∈∂r
(
1− P+l→r
)− 1 . (128)
Finally, max[0,mr→l+ml→r] = 2 with probability P+l→rP
+
r→l, and max[0,mr→l+ml→r] = 1 with probability P
+
l→r(1−
P+r→l − P−r→l) + (1− P+l→r − P−l→r)P+r→l so that
Et
[
max[0,ml→r +mr→l]
]
= P+l→r(1− P−r→l) + (1− P−l→r)P+r→l . (129)
We obtain:
E∗(x1) =
∑
l
pl
[∏
r∈∂l
P−r→l +
∏
r∈∂l
(
1− P+r→l
)− 1]+∑
r
[∏
l∈∂r
P−l→r +
∏
l∈∂r
(
1− P+l→r
)− 1]+
+
∑
(lr)
[
P+l→r(1− P−r→l) + (1− P−l→r)P+r→l
]
. (130)
2. Solving for x1
In order to compute
x∗1 = arg min
x1
Et min
x2
E(x1, t,x2) (131)
we introduce the MS messages in terms of the cavity marginals
Ψl1→r = log
Pl1→r
[
P+l1→r = 1
]
Pl1→r
[
P−l1→r = 1
] = Pl1→r [xl1r = 1]
Pl1→r [xl1r = 0]
(132)
Ψl2→r(P
+, P−) = logPl2→r
[
P+l2→r = P
+, P−l2→r = P
−]+ Cl2→r (133)
and similarly for Ψr→l1 and Ψr→l2(P
+, P−). The messages Ψl1→r and Ψr→l1 are real numbers, while the messages
Ψl2→r and Ψr→l2 are funtions with domain {(P+, P−) ∈ [0, 1]2 : P+ + P− ≤ 1} and codomain ] − ∞, 0] (for an
appropriate choice of the additive constants Cl2→r and Cr→l2). For numerical purposes we shall approximate each of
these functions with an array of negative real numbers corresponding to finite size bins for the values of (P+, P−) in
[0, 1]2.
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Let us now derive the update equation for Ψl1→r. As in the two-valued case, we need to consider both the vertex
and the edge energy contributions. Since P+l1→r = P
+
r→l1 = 1 − P−l1→r = 1 − P−r→l1 = xl1r, we only need to consider
P+l1→r for the variables on the outgoing edge and P
+
r′→l1 for the variables on the incoming ones. Also, we remind that
pl1 = 1 and we obtain:
El1→r(P+l1→r, {P+r′→l1 , r′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r})
= pl1
[ ∏
r∈∂l1
P−r→l1 +
∏
r∈∂l1
(
1− P+r→l1
)− 1]+ [P+l1→r(1− P−r→l1) + (1− P−l1→r)P+r→l1] (134)
= 2(1− P+l1→r)
∏
r′∈∂l1\r
(1− P+r′→l1)− 1 + 2P+l1→r . (135)
The MS equation is then
logPl1→r
[
P+l1→r = P
+
]
= max{
P+
r′→l1
∈{0,1}, r′∈∂l1\r
}
s.t.:
P++
∑
r′∈∂l1\r P
+
r′→l1
≤1
{
− El1→r(P+, {P+r′→l1 , r′ ∈ ∂l1 \ r}) +
∑
r′∈∂l1\r
logPr′→l1
[
P+r′→l1
]}
. (136)
For P+ = 1 all the incoming P+r′→l1 must be 0 and we obtain
logPl1→r
[
P+l1→r = 1
]
= −1 +
∑
r′∈∂l1\r
logPr′→l1
[
P+r′→l1 = 0
]
, (137)
while for P+ = 0 the incoming P+r′→l1 can either be all 0, or one of them can be 1 and all the other 0:
logPl1→r
[
P+l1→r = 0
]
= max
{
− 1 +
∑
r′∈∂l1\r
logPr′→l1
[
P+r′→l1 = 0
]
,
1 + max
r′∈∂l1\r
[
logPr′→l1
[
P+r′→l1 = 1
]− logPr′→l1 [P+r′→l1 = 0]+ ∑
r′′∈∂l1\{r,r′}
logPr′→l1
[
P+r′→l1 = 0
] ]}
(138)
= logPl1→r
[
P+l1→r = 1
]
+ max
[
0, max
r′∈∂l1\r
Ψr′→l1
]
(139)
so that
Ψl1→r = −max
[
0, max
r′∈∂l1\r
Ψr′→l1
]
. (140)
We now turn to the update equation for Ψl2→r(P
+, P−). The variables on the outgoing edge, P+l2→r and P
−
l2→r,
are both in [0, 1] and they satisfy 0 ≤ P+l2→r + P−l2→r ≤ 1. The same is true for the variables in the incoming edges,
{(P+r′→l2 , P−r′→l2), r′ ∈ ∂l2 \ r}, which must also satisfy the constraints (125, 126)
P+l2→r = pl2
∏
r′∈∂l2\r
P−r′→l2 (141)
P−l2→r = 1− pl2
∏
r′∈∂l2\r
(
1− P+r′→l2
)
(142)
for given P+l2→r and P
−
l2→r.
Again, the variables P+l2→r and P
−
l2→r appear in both a vertex and an edge energy terms, and the energy contribution
we need to consider is
El2→r
(
(P+l2→r, P
−
l2→r), {(P+r′→l2 , P−r′→l2), r′ ∈ ∂l2 \ r}
)
(143)
= pl2
[ ∏
r′∈∂l2
P−r′→l2 +
∏
r′∈∂l2
(
1− P+r′→l2
)− 1]+ P+r→l2(1− P−l2→r)+ (1− P−r→l2)P+l2→r (144)
= 1− pl2 + P+l2→r − P−l2→r (145)
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where we made use of the constraints (141, 142), and which only depends on the outgoing variables (notice that a
priori it could also depend on P+r→l2 and P
−
r→l2 , but does not).
The MS equation is
Ψl2→r(P
+, P−) = max
{(P+
r′→l2
,P−
r′→l2
)∈[0,1]2, r′∈∂l2\r} s.t.:
P+
r′→l2
+P−
r′→l2
≤1 (∀r′∈∂l2\r)
P+=pl2
∏
r′∈∂l2\r P
−
r′→l2
P−=1−pl2
∏
r′∈∂l2\r
(
1−P+
r′→l2
)
−1 + pl2 − P+ + P− + ∑
r′∈∂l2\r
Ψr′→l2(P
+
r′→l2 , P
−
r′→l2)
 (146)
which can be computed efficiently thanks to a method similar to (106). We introduce, with an obvious simplification
of notation,
Gk(y
+, y−) = max
{(z+i ,z−i )∈[0,1]2, i=1,...,k} s.t.:
z+i +z
−
i ≤1 (∀i=1,...,k)
y+=
∏k
i=1 z
−
i
y−=
∏k
i=1(1−z+i )
{
k∑
i=1
fi(z
+
i , z
−
i )
}
(147)
= max
(z+k ,z
−
k )∈[0,1]2 s.t.:
0≤z+k ≤1−y−
y+≤z−k ≤1
{
fk(z
+
k , z
−
k ) + max{(z+i ,z−i )∈[0,1]2, i=1,...,k−1} s.t.:
z+i +z
−
i ≤1 (∀i=1,...,k−1)
y+/z−k =
∏k−1
i=1 z
−
i
y−/(1−z+k )=
∏k−1
i=1 (1−z+i )
[
k−1∑
i1
fi(z
+
i , z
−
i )
]}
(148)
= max
(z+k ,z
−
k )∈[0,1]2 s.t.:
0≤z+k ≤1−y−
y+≤z−k ≤1
{
fk(z
+
k , z
−
k ) +Gk−1
(
y+
z−k
,
y−
1− z+k
)}
(149)
which is easily computed iteratively starting with
G0(y
+, y−) =
{
0 if y+ = y− = 1
−∞ otherwise. (150)
The update equation for Ψr→l1 is obtained in a similar way. We notice that the outgoing edge is connected to a
deterministic vertex l1, so we must have P
+
l1→r = Pr→l1 = 1− Pl1→r = 1− Pr→l1 ∈ {0, 1} (and we can express all of
them in terms of P+l1→r), while the incoming edges are in part connected to deterministic vertices l
′
1 ∈ ∂r \ l1 (and the
corresponding variables satisfy the same relations as those on the outgoing edge) and in part connected to stochastic
vertices l2 ∈ ∂r (and the corresponding variables are in [0, 1]).
The energy terms to be considered are again a vertex and an edge term,
Er→l1
(
P+r→l1 , {P+r→l′1 , l
′
1 ∈ ∂r \ l1}, {(P+l2→r, P−l2→r), l2 ∈ ∂r}
)
(151)
=
[ ∏
l′∈∂r
P−l′→r +
∏
l′∈∂r
(1− P+l′→r)− 1
]
+
[
P+r→l1(1− P−l1→r) + (1− P−r→l1)P+l1→r
]
(152)
= (1− P+r→l1)
∏
l′∈∂r\l1
P−l′→r + (1− P+r→l1)
∏
l′∈∂r\l1
(1− P+l′→r)− 1 + 2P+r→l1 . (153)
Notice that, again, this only depends on the “right” messages: P+r→l1 on the outgoing edge (but not P
+
l1→r), and
P±l′→r on the incoming ones (but not P
±
r→l′). The messages on the edges connected to L1 vertices are subject to the
matching constraint
P+r→l1 +
∑
l′1∈∂r\l1
P+l′1→r ≤ 1 (154)
while the messages on the edges connected to L2 vertices (i.e. P
±
l2→r) are unconstrained, since the only constraints
they are subject to are the BP update equations (125, 126) that define them in terms of the messages P±r→l2 , and
these do not appear in the expression of the energy.
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The MS equation will then be:
logPr→l1
[
P+r→l1 = 1
]
= max
{(P+l2→r,P
−
l2→r)∈[0,1]
2, l2∈∂r} s.t.:
P+l2→r+P
−
l2→r≤1 (∀l2∈∂r)
{
− 1 +
∑
l′1∈∂r\l1
logPl′1→r
[
P+l′1→r = 0
]
+
+
∑
l2∈∂r
logPl2→r
[
P+l2→r, P
−
l2→r
]}
, (155)
logPr→l1
[
P+r→l1 = 0
]
= max
[
A
({
Pl′→r
[
P+l′→r, P
−
l′→r
]
, l′ ∈ ∂r \ l1
})
,
B
({
Pl′→r
[
P+l′→r, P
−
l′→r
]
, l′ ∈ ∂r \ l1
})]
(156)
with
A
({
Pl′→r
[
P+l′→r, P
−
l′→r
]
, l′ ∈ ∂r \ l1
})
= max
{(P+l2→r,P
−
l2→r)∈[0,1]
2, l2∈∂r} s.t.:
P+l2→r+P
−
l2→r≤1 (∀l2∈∂r)
{
1−
∏
l2∈∂r
P−l2→r −
∏
l2∈∂r
(1− P+l2→r)+
+
∑
l′1∈∂r\l1
logPl′1→r
[
P+l′1→r = 0
]
+
∑
l2∈∂r
logPl2→r
[
P+l2→r, P
−
l2→r
]}
, (157)
and
B
({
Pl′→r
[
P+l′→r, P
−
l′→r
]
, l′ ∈ ∂r \ l1
})
= max
{(P+l2→r,P
−
l2→r)∈[0,1]
2, l2∈∂r} s.t.:
P+l2→r+P
−
l2→r≤1 (∀l2∈∂r)
{
1 + max
l′1∈∂r\l1
[
logPl′1→r
[
P+l′1→r = 1
]
− logPl′1→r
[
P+l′1→r = 0
] ]
+
+
∑
l′1∈∂r\l1
logPl′1→r
[
P+l′1→r = 0
]
+
∑
l2∈∂r
logPl2→r
[
P+l2→r, P
−
l2→r
]}
. (158)
Notice that all the maximisations are trivial, except the one appearing in A, which can nonetheless be computed
efficiently exploiting its associativity with a method similar to those explained before: we introduce
Gk(y
+, y−) = max
{(z+i ,z−i )∈[0,1]2, i=1,...,k} s.t.:
y+=
∏k
i=1 z
−
i ,
y−=
∏k
i=1(1−z+i )
{
−
k∏
i=1
z−i −
k∏
i=1
(1− z+i ) +
k∑
i=1
fi(z
+
i , z
−
i )
}
(159)
= max
(z+k ,z
−
k )∈[0,1]2 s.t.:
z+k +z
−
k ≤1y+≤z−k ≤1
y−≤1−z+k ≤1
{
−y+ + y
+
z−k
− y− + y
−
1− z+k
+ fk(z
+
k , z
−
k ) +Gk−1
(
y+
z−k
,
y−
1− z+k
)}
(160)
and compute it iteratively starting with
G0(y
+, y−) =
{
0 if y+ = y− = 1
−∞ otherwise . (161)
Finally, let us derive the update equation for Ψr→l2(P
+
r→l2 , P
−
r→l2). Some of the incoming edges will be connected
to deterministic vertices l1, with variables in {0, 1} satisfying the normalization constraint P+l1→r + P−l1→r = 1 and
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the matching constraint
∑
l1∈∂r P
+
l1→r ≤ 1. The remaining incoming edges will be connected to stochastic vertices l′2,
with continuous variables satisfying the normalization constraint P+l′2→r + P
−
l′2→r ≤ 1 and the constraint
P+r→l2 =
∏
l∈∂r\l2
P−l→r , (162)
P−r→l2 = 1−
∏
l∈∂r\l2
(
1− P+l→r
)
(163)
derived from the update equations (123, 124) and involving the variables connected to all the incoming edges (both
stochastic and deterministic).
The energy term contains both a vertex and an edge contribution and is given by
Er→l2
(
P+r→l2 , P
−
r→l2 , {P+l1→r, l1 ∈ ∂r, {(P+l′2→r, P
−
l′2→r), l
′
2 ∈ ∂r \ l2}
)
=
∏
l∈∂r
P−l→r +
∏
l∈∂r
(
1− P+l→r
)− 1 + P+l2→r (1− P−r→l2)+ (1− P−l2→r)P+r→l2 (164)
= P+r→l2 − P−r→l2 (165)
which only depends on the variables on the outgoing edge.
We can now write the MS equation as
logPr→l2 [P
+, P−] = max{
P+l1→r∈{0,1}, l1∈∂r
}
,{(
P+
l′2→r
,P−
l′2→r
)
∈[0,1]2, l′2∈∂r\l2
}
s.t.:∑
l1∈∂r P
+
l1→r≤1,∏
l∈∂r\l2 P
−
l→r=P
+,
1−∏l∈∂r\l2 (1−P+l→r)=P−
{
P+ − P− +
∑
l1∈∂r
logPl1→r[P
+
l1→r]+
+
∑
l′2∈∂r\l2
logPl′2→r[P
+
l′2→r, P
−
l′2→r]
}
. (166)
When P+ > 0, the constraint P+ =
∏
l∈∂r P
−
l→r forces all the P
+
l1→r to be 0, and the equation simplifies as
logPr→l2 [P
+, P−] = max{(
P+
l′2→r
,P−
l′2→r
)
∈[0,1]2, l′2∈∂r\l2
}
s.t.:∏
l′2∈∂r\l2
P−
l′2→r
=P+,
1−∏l′2∈∂r\l2 (1−P+l′2→r)=P−
{
P+ − P− +
∑
l1∈∂r
logPl1→r[P
+
l1→r = 0]+
+
∑
l′2∈∂r\l2
logPl′2→r[P
+
l′2→r, P
−
l′2→r]
}
(167)
which is again of the form (160).
If instead P+ = 0, the constraint P+ =
∏
l∈∂r\l2 P
−
l→r can be satisfied by setting to 0 either one of the P
−
l1→r (and
only one, because of the matching constraint), or at least one of the P−l′2→r. In the first case, the corresponding P
+
l1→r
will be 1, and the constraint P− = 1−∏l∈∂r\l2 (1− P+l→r) can be satisfied only if P− = 1. In the second case on the
other hand P−l′2→r is a continuous variable and P
− can be smaller than 1. We then have
logPr→l2 [0, P
−] = max{(
P+
l′2→r
,P−
l′2→r
)
∈[0,1]2, l′2∈∂r\l2
}
s.t.:∏
l′2∈∂r\l2
P−
l′2→r
=0,
1−∏l′2∈∂r\l2 (1−P+l′2→r)=P−
{
− P− +
∑
l1∈∂r
logPl1→r[P
+
l1→r = 0]+
+
∑
l′2∈∂r\l2
logPl′2→r[P
+
l′2→r, P
−
l′2→r]
}
. (168)
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(a special case of the previous equation) and
logPr→l2 [0, 1] = max
[
A
({
Pl→r[P+l→r, P
−
l→r], l ∈ ∂r \ l2
})
, B
({
Pl→r[P+l→r, P
−
l→r], l ∈ ∂r \ l2
})]
(169)
with
A
({
Pl→r[P+l→r, P
−
l→r], l ∈ ∂r \ l2
})
= max{(
P+
l′2→r
,P−
l′2→r
)
∈[0,1]2, l′2∈∂r\l2
}
{
− 1+
+
∑
l1∈∂r
logPl1→r[P
+
l1→r = 0] +
∑
l′2∈∂r\l2
logPl′2→r[P
+
l′2→r, P
−
l′2→r]
}
(170)
and
B
({
Pl→r[P+l→r, P
−
l→r], l ∈ ∂r \ l2
})
= max{(
P+
l′2→r
,P−
l′2→r
)
∈[0,1]2, l′2∈∂r\l2
}
{
− 1
+ max
l1∈∂r
[
logPl1→r[P
+
l1→r = 1]− logPl1→r[P+l1→r = 0]
]
+
∑
l1∈∂r
logPl1→r[P
+
l1→r = 0]+
+
∑
l′2→r∈∂r\l2
logPl′2→r[P
+
l′2→r, P
−
l′2→r]
}
. (171)
Notice that the maximisations in A and B are unconstrained, and therefore immediate.
Despite their appearence, these update equations are implemented straightforwardly. To improve the convergence
properties of the algorithm, we added both a noise and a reinforcement term to the messages on the deterministic
edges (as explained for the two-valued case).
D. Numerical results
In order to validate our approach, we performed three series of numerical tests. First, we compared the results of
the two- and three-valued versions of the algorithm. As we shall see, both algorithms give solutions with energies that
are very close to each other both for small and large connectivities, the main difference between the two algorithms
beeing the running time. Second, we compared the performance of the two-valued algorithm with a greedy heuristic
based on the average of p(t). We shall see that the two-valued algorithm finds solutions with significantly smaller
energy when c > e. Third, we compared the performance of the two-valued algorithm with the standard method
used to solve two-stage optimization problems: stochastic programming. We find that stochastic programming has
an acceptable running time for c < e (but still takes ∼100 times longer than the two-valued algorithm to find a
solution with the same energy), while for c > e its time performance worsens dramatically, and it becomes practically
impossible to solve instances with |L1| = 1 000 vertices and c = 3.0.
In all three cases we did extensive numerical simulations to compare the performance of the different algorithms,
both in terms of the energy of the solution obtained and in terms of the running time (and, crucially, its scaling with
the size of the system).
1. Comparison between the two- and three-valued results
As a first test, we did a series of comparisons between the results of the two- and three-valued versions of the
algorithms on the same set of instances. As we mentioned previously, the three-valued version has a running time
which is much longer than the two-valued version, so we did this comparison on relatively small-sized instances, with
|L1| = 300 and |L2| = |R| = 600. Since the probabilities pl2 are drawn uniformly in [0, 1], the typical “final” instance
is roughly balanced, with |L| ' 600 = |R|. We used both reinforcement and noise as described previously, with
parameters ρ = 0.001 and η¯ = 0.001 and with a number of bins B = 10 to discretize the one- and two-dimensional
distributions. The values of these parameters were chosen based on a separate series of comparative runs with several
values of ρ, η¯ and B on the same ensemble of instances. The convergence criterion used in the presence of reinforcement
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is that the values of the x1 variables do not change for I = 100 iterations. Each data point is computed as the average
over ' 350 instances. For each instance the energy is computed by extracting a sample of S = 300 realizations of the
stochastic parameters t, computing the optimal x∗2 for each realization, and averaging the corresponding energy over
the sample. The total running time with these parameters for typical instances is of the order of 1 second for the
two-valued algorithm and a few minutes for the three-valued one, and we obtained convergence for all the instances
we tried. The average energies obtained in these runs are shown in Table I.
c Two-valued Three-valued Difference
2.0 274.94± 0.54 275.16± 0.54 0.78± 0.69
2.5 190.84± 0.47 190.96± 0.47 0.88± 0.72
3.0 129.42± 0.42 129.50± 0.41 0.72± 0.57
3.5 84.95± 0.32 85.02± 0.32 0.76± 0.62
4.0 54.58± 0.25 54.54± 0.25 0.75± 0.60
5.0 25.69± 0.19 25.87± 0.18 0.89± 1.02
6.0 18.86± 0.18 19.26± 0.17 1.84± 1.69
TABLE I. Comparison of the average energy obtained with the two- and three-valued algorithms on the same set of instances.
The average connectivity of vertices in L is c. The last column gives the average value and standard deviation of the single-
sample absolute value of the difference between the two energies. We see that this difference is smaller than 1% for c ≤ 3.5,
smaller than 4% for c = 4.0 and c = 5.0, and becomes relatively large for c = 6.0, when the energy itself is very small.
As expected, the average energy is exactly the same for c < e. In fact, in runs without reinforcement (in which the
messages converge to finite values), we also verified that for c < e almost all the elements of the three-valued messages
that represent states with P 0L→R 6= 0 or P 0R→L 6= 0 are equal to minus infinity, which means that the corresponding
cavity marginals are concentrated on the states described by the two-valued fixed points. In fact, for c = 2.0 the
average number of message elements corresponding to P 0L→R 6= 0 or P 0R→L 6= 0 and with finite values is 0.45 ± 0.01
(out of 45 matrix elements), the average value of these finite fields being −42.2± 1.0, while for c = 2.5 these averages
are respectively 1.85± 0.03 and −14.0± 0.3.
What is more surprising is that the two-valued algorithm gives results that are almost identical to the three-valued
one also for c > e. Even in this case we have verified that a small number of message elements corresponding to
P 0L→R 6= 0 or P 0R→L 6= 0 are different from minus infinity: their average number is between 3.5 and 5.4 (depending
on c, and out of 45 matrix elements), and their average value is between −6.8 ± 0.2 and −12.9 ± 0.4. This means
that also for c > e the deviation from a two-valued distribution is small, and helps to explain why the two-valued
algorithm has such a good performance. However, for c > e some instances do not converge without reinforcement,
so this conclusion is only limited to those instances for which convergence is obtained even without reinforcement
(between 37% and 99% of the instances, depending on c).
It is not clear to us why the three-valued solution displays these features, and in particular whether this is a sign
that RSB does not occur in this ensemble of instances. Anyhow, since the energy obtained with the two-valued
algorithm is so good, and its running time is much shorter than for the three-valued one, we have used the two-valued
algorithm for all the other tests, both for small and large connectivities.
2. Comparison with the greedy heuristic
We consider the following greedy heuristic. Given an instance of the problem, specified by the graph G = (L,R;E)
with L partitioned in L1 and L2 and by the probabilities p = {pl2 , l2 ∈ L2}, we assign the first stage variables x1 by
solving the maximum-weight matching problem with graph G and with weights wi on the vertices i ∈ L∪R equal to
1 for the vertices l1 ∈ L1 and r ∈ R, and equal to the probabilities pl2 for vertices l2 ∈ L2. To keep the notation as
similar as possible to the previous one, we can state the problem as follows:
xgreedy1 = arg min
x1
min
x2
{ ∑
l1∈L1
1
[∑
r∈∂l1
xl1r = 0
]
+
∑
l2∈L2
pl21
[∑
r∈∂l2
xl2r = 0
]
+
∑
r∈R
1
[∑
l∈∂r
xlr = 0
]}
(172)
subject to the matching constraints (70). Once xgreedy1 is found, we compute the average energy as in the previous
paragraph by sampling over 300 realizations of the stochastic parameters t and finding the optimal x∗2 corresponding
to each realization, and then averaging the energy. As a lower bound to the optimal energy, we also consider the
offline optimum obtained with full prior knowledge of t.
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FIG. 5. Average energy of the two-valued algorithm vs. the greedy heuristic and the offline optimum. The error bars are
smaller than the symbols.
We have compared the results of the two-valued algorithm with the greedy heuristic and the offline optimum for an
ensemble of instances with |L1| = 1 000 and |L2| = |R| = 2 000. As before, the value of the reinforcement parameter
is ρ = 0.001 and the value of the noise parameter is η¯ = 0.001, but the number of bins is increased to B = 30 to
improve the numerical accuracy (we verified that while there is a small improvement of the energy going from B = 10
to B = 30, there is almost no further improvement going to B = 100). The number of iterations with constant x1
required as a convergence criterion is I = 300. Each data point is an average of 50 to 100 instances (depending on c).
The total running time of the two-valued algorithm with these parameters on this ensemble of instances is typically
less than 1 minute. The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 5.
We find that the two-valued algorithm always succeeds in finding a solution with a smaller energy than the greedy
heuristic. For c < e the difference between the two is very small, and the greedy heuristic is in fact very close to
the lower bound for the optimum obtained from the offline solution. As c approaches e the gap between the greedy
heuristic and the two-valued algorithm increases, and it becomes larger than 50% of the energy of the two-valued
algorithm for c > 4.
3. Comparison with Stochastic Programming
Having verified that a simple greedy heuristic fails to provide close-to-optimal solutions for the problem, we have
compared the performance of the two-valued algorithm with the standard technique in the field: stochastic pro-
gramming. This technique consists in extracting S realizations {t1, . . . , tS} of the stochastic parameters from the
distribution p(t) and then observing that
min
x1
∑
t
p(t) min
x2
E(x1, t,x2) ' min
x1
1
S
S∑
s=1
min
xs2
E(x1, ts,xs2) (173)
=
1
S minx1,x12,...,xS2
S∑
s=1
E(x1, ts,xs2) (174)
and the last problem is a standard offline optimization problem that can be solved using OR techniques like linear
relaxations complemented with branch-and-bound. This approach suffers generally from two separate drawbacks: one
is the approximation in (173) and the second is that the minimization problem in (174) is NP-Complete [5].
We employed two well known tools for this task: iLog CPLEX, a commercial, industrial-strenght linear/integer
programming software from IBM, and lp solve, an open source alternative. Although qualitatively similar, results
with lp solve were uniformly worse than the ones of CPLEX, so we will not report them.
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FIG. 6. Average energy of the solution obtained with stochastic programming as a function of the number of samples S for a
single instance with c = 2.5 and L1 = 1 000, |L2| = |R| = 2 000. For each value of S, the energy of the solution obtained for
x1 has been computed by resampling over 10 000 realizations of t, finding the optimal x2 corresponding to each realization,
and averaging the corresponding energies. The horizontal lines correspond to the average energy obtained with the two-valued
algorithm and its error bar.
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FIG. 7. CPLEX running times (in seconds) as a function of the number of samples for the same instance of Figure 6. As a
comparison, the running time of the two-valued algorithm is of 60 seconds on the same computer for this instance.
We observe that the results obtained with stochastic programming depend strongly on S and on the average degree
c. As expected, for fixed c the quality of the solution improves as S increases (Figure 6), but the running time becomes
larger (Figure 7).
For c < e, CPLEX seems to be able to solve the problem in polynomial time in both S and N , but either it is
much slower than the SP-derived algorithm or it gives a significantly higher energy (depending on S). For c > e, the
time scaling of CPLEX worsens significantly: for S = 10, the running time increases dramatically with |L1| (Figure
8), and for |L1| = 1 000 CPLEX was not able to attain an optimum under a cutoff of 24 hours even for S = 2.
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FIG. 8. CPLEX running times (in seconds) as a function of |L1| for S = 10 and four different values of c. There seems to be
some transition in this behaviour loosely around c ' e.
VI. CONCLUSION
We discussed the technical details which arise in the generalization of the message passing algorithm introduced in
Ref. [18]. In particular, we applied the general scheme to the stochastic maximum weight independent set problem and
to stochastic matching problems. Extensive numerical comparisons with local search algorithm based on sampling,
linear programming methods and greedy algorithms corroborate the idea that the message-passing approach is a
valuable alternative to such the traditional techniques. As a concluding remark we should mention that the method
described in this work is in fact not limited to stochastic optimization problems. There are lots of relevant problems
in which one is interested in optimizing a cost function that is hard to compute, for example an entropy function or
a free energy. Our approach to stochastic optimization problems could also be adapted to study these issues.
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